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	If you know C# and have an iOS device, learn to use one language for multiple devices with Xamarin


	Overview

	
		A clear and concise look at how to create your own apps building on what you already know of C#
	
		Create advanced and elegant apps by yourself
	
		Ensure that the majority of your code can also be used with Android and Windows Mobile 8 devices



	In Detail


	Before the release of monotouch, development on iOS was purely in Objective C. There was nothing wrong with that except for one thing - it's very unpleasant to write code in! The release of Xamarin changed all of that, and with it brought cross-platform development to the mobile world.


	Xamarin Mobile Application Development for iOS is not just your normal everyday book on iOS app development. Everything is written for a point and not for effect, and therefore you will learn everything you need to know quickly and efficiently without getting bogged down in needless information. The code has been taken from fully tested apps, so you can just drop it into your code and it will work out of the box.


	In this clear and informative guide, you will be taken on a whirlwind tour of iOS application development with Xamarin, from setting up a development environment on your PC or Mac to testing and distribution through the Apple Store with plenty of practical examples along the way.


	The book begins by discussing the installation of the IDE (for both PC and Mac) as well as how to set up your PC so it can be used to develop for iOS. From there, successive chapters cover the user interface, views, view controllers, customisation of controls, animation, events and event handling, getting the most from your app using threading, creating your own settings system, the internal database system and LINQ, sending texts, making calls, taking photos, videos, and audio recordings as well as using the mapping system. The book culminates by showing you how to test your app using testflight and finally how to release your app on the Apple Store. It is an all-encompassing book that leaves nothing out.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Create a working user interface
	
		Understand and write a cross-platform configuration system
	
		Learn how to create an SQLite helper system and master the basics of LINQ
	
		Use and manipulate graphics
	
		Get the most out of your iOS device with very little code
	
		Publish your very own app on Apple’s app store
	
		Come to terms with threading in a mobile world



	Approach


	This book is a standard tutorial aimed at teaching you everything you need to know about iOS app development using Xamarin.


	Who this book is written for


	This book is written for those who are new to iOS app development as well as more experienced developers who just need a quick reference book. It is assumed that you are already comfortable using C#. Those teaching iOS to new students will also find this book invaluable as a form of reference material.
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Cartoons for Trainers: Seventy Five Cartoons to Use or Adapt for Transitions, Activities, Discussion Points, Ice Breakers and MoreStylus Publishing, 2002

	Includes CD-ROM so cartoons may be incorporated and captions changed in presentation software, plus licensing agreement for reproduction As most instructors, presenters and trainers have discovered, cartoons are an excellent classroom resource for making key learning points in an enjoyable, engaging manner.


	Cartoons function well...
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Molecular Relaxation in LiquidsOxford University Press, 2012

	This book brings together many different relaxation phenomena in liquids under a common umbrella and provides a unified view of apparently diverse phenomena. It aligns recent experimental results obtained with modern techniques with recent theoretical developments. Such close interaction between experiment and theory in this area goes back to...
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Dictionary of Video & Television Technology (Demystifying Technology Series)Newnes, 2002

	This up-to-date reference is the most complete dictionary covering this fast-paced field. It contains virtually all the terminology commonly used in modern global video and television technology, with thorough definitions aimed at the engineering level. It covers all international video standards, digital and analog video signals, data...
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F# Deep DivesManning Publications, 2014

	
		Summary

	
		F# Deep Dives presents a collection of real-world F# techniques, each written by expert practitioners. Each chapter presents a new use case where you'll read how the author used F# to solve a complex problem more effectively than would have been possible using a traditional approach. You'll...
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Nanoscale Applications for Information and Energy Systems (Nanostructure Science and Technology)Springer, 2012

	Nanoscale Applications for Information and Energy Systems presents nanotechnology fundamentals and applications in the  key research areas of information technology (electronics and photonics) and alternative (solar) energy: plasmonics, photovoltaics, transparent conducting electrodes, silicon electroplating, and resistive...
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Flash Cartoon Animation: Learn from the ProsFriends of Ed, 2003

	You want to make an animated film. You've got the idea. You've got Macromedia Flash. But where do you start? What's the best way to script your cartoon, how do you start animating with Flash, what do you really need to know in order to get your ideas out there to make you famous?


	Who better to ask than two seasoned...
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